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QUICK TIPs – SANDY (edition 11-07-12) 
 

Top 5 Safety Tips from Ready.gov: 
 
Power lines: When returning home, walk around outside first; check for downed power lines, 
gas leaks and structural damage. Do not enter if you smell gas. 
 
Water safety: Listen to local officials for reports if water is safe to drink and safe to use to 
prepare food.  

 
Roads: Damaged or flooded roads may still be closed. Barricades are there for your protection. 
If you see a barricade, turn around. 

 
Blackouts: Leave a light on so you'll know when your power returns. More at 
http://ready.gov/blackouts.  
 
Generators: NEVER use a generator inside, even with fans or open windows. Deadly levels of 
carbon monoxide can build up and linger.  
 

Notes When Seeking Federal Aid:  
 
Please see the specific guidance information (overview and more detailed manual) from 
Ready.gov related to aid available and application for same. 
 
There are many moving parts and sources of funds potentially available, especially at the very 
outset when emergency aid is needed. 
 
Further, these different sources (FEMA, SBA, your state aid agencies, as well as national, 
regional and local non-government organizations (NOAs) both secular and faith-based), are 
made available for different needs such as immediate shelter and food aid to emergency monies 
for housing and the like.  Then it moves to the next phase where help is available with finding 
and/or rent for temporary housing.  Then there are the longer term programs and monies that are 
designed for recovery, i.e. rebuilding and the like.   
 



In the immediate, your FEMA Disaster Aid Centers will make every effort to have a listing, after 
which your state/community should have a listing available.  Keep checking because the 
information will change. 
 
While many consumers, overwhelmed with the destruction of their home, begin to seek aid “to 
fix their house,” (which is a longer and more involved process) please remind them that they 
actually have many other immediate financial needs that disaster relief monies and grants may be 
able to fill. 
 
Please use the quick guide provided on the basic information that they’ll need no matter where 
you apply for aid. Keep track of all records, and to whom you spoke, from what organization, 
when and the like.  Recordkeeping is important! 
 
Our strong advice to consumers as to FEMA Disaster assistance is to please begin your 
application online now, and then you can continue to update and complete the data required as 
you gather that.   
 
Please also go to your area FEMA Disaster Centers for immediate financial assistance and aid for 
needs like housing and the basic necessities to secure for their families’ welfare.  Yes, there are 
lines and a wait, but it is worth the while.  It also provides good data to both FEMA and your 
state/community on what their needs will be during the large recovery redevelopment that will 
follow. 
 
Last, as tough as this is – be patient. All support systems helping those adversely impacted by 
Sandy are overwhelmed as well.    

 
PIA’s Top 6 Claims Tips for Property Owners: 
 

1. Please contact your insurance agency as soon as possible and provide any and all changes 
to any of your contact and address information as a result of the storm  

 
2. In the beginning for both private insurers and NFIP, there will not be enough adjusters, so 

consumers need to be patient.  
 

3. If you already have access to your property or have been allowed back in by civil 
authorities, please be sure to take pictures of all the damage (vehicles, boats, sheds, 
building & contents) in its current state.  

 
4. If you are able and it is safe to do so, please be sure to take steps to protect your property 

and contents from further damage.  
 

5. Please be sure to keep specific records and receipts for your additional living expenses or 
business expenses.  

 



6. Begin now making a list of all the damage to your property and its contents. Review 
these with the family members and business staff to better assure completeness. Changes 
and updates to these lists can be made as you move through the recovery process.  

 
PIA’s Quick Tips as Repair & Recovery Move Forward: 
 

1. Please be sure that you are following the insurance company claims representative (and if 
involved the NFIP claims reps) instructions and permissions in moving forward with 
permanent repairs/rebuilding.  Keep your insurance agency updated on all the details 
(shared with the carrier), and they will help coordinate the process and answer any 
additional questions.  Also, sometimes, how you repair and/or rebuild may require 
additional insurance coverage considerations. 

2. Make sure contractors are authorized to operate in your area/community and provide a 
current Certificate of Insurance to demonstrate that they have insurance in place.  Verify 
these facts with your municipal authorities and call the insurance agency/insurer listed on 
the certificate to assure its accuracy.   

3. To avoid being gouged, check going and permissible rates of labor and materials being 
charged both by getting multi-quotes, but also with state/municipal officials.  Some 
increase in both these costs is to be expected given the demand, but be sure it is in range.  

4. GET IT IN WRITING and include a ceiling (generally 5-10% of the per item cost) on 
any overages allowed before the contractor is to call you in for pre-approval. Follow the 
30%-down, 30%-mid-job (assessed by progress not time) & 30%-after all is done and the 
inspection is OK, and then the final 10% after your punch list is completed. 

5. Be sure you are aware of ALL code changes that your state/municipality may adopt for 
construction/repairs post-Sandy.  Such code changes typically follow such major events.  
Repairing and/or rebuilding to new codes save time and dollars (since inspectors can 
order non-conforming work to be redone).  These new code standards will become a 
required part of the insurance property underwriting and rating considerations.  And 
perhaps of the most importance, remember that having built to new codes will always be 
a major consideration in the property’s resale desirability and value.  

6. The contractor MUST pull ALL the correct permits for the job which should also verify 
to new codes.  Double check authenticity and complete accuracy of these permits with 
your local authorities.  Also, ask at what point will authorities visit work sites to OK 
work-done?  Depending upon the job this can be several times - not just once - and 
almost ALWAYS when the job-work is still “open” for the inspection. REMEMBER: 
given the scale of repair and rebuilding, it is likely that many of these (quality) 
contractors will come from outside your area/state.  As such they most likely will not be 



completely familiar with your local authorities’ process and codes.  Even if they are from 
the area, given that they are juggling recovery themselves and 18 hour construction work 
shifts, they may not have caught all the new changes. So work as a team for mutual best 
results. 

7. Take pictures (date-timed) of the progress being made. This helps relate work to progress 
accomplished and payment as per above. KEEP copies of all documentation (especially 
& including all permits).  If and when needed these act as demonstration to officials, 
insurers &/or for resale that properly permitted work done to new codes and per approved 
inspection was accomplished. 

 


